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GenCyber Teachers
Improving K-12 CyberSecurity Methods

Cut me some #Slack

Registration for
GenCyber Teachers Camp

Registration is now open at
gencyberteachers.camp
May the 4th Be With You!

What is #Slack? #Slack is team communication for the
21st century. Slack is a great communication tool that
has been around for a while and is used in
development. Through the use of slack we can chat,
share files, and share ideas without a barrage of emails
that fall out of sync.
Much of the technology, security and programming
world uses #Slack to help speed up and feel more
productive.
GenCyber Teachers Camp 2017 will utilize a #Slack
channel to help with the camp and productivity. The
#Slack channel will stay open after the camp so that
participants can stay in communications with others
about things they are doing in the classroom.
Sign up and join the camp #Slack Channel at
http://bit.ly/GenCyberTeachersSlack
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Still Jazzed about the
GenCyber Program!
Steven LaFountain, dean of the College of Cyber
at the NSA, said at our meeting this past week,
“I am still jazzed about this program.” and I
think that is a great way to talk about how
people feel about these camps.
The 2017 GenCyber Teachers Camp at Dakota
State University is one of 131 camps sponsored
by GenCyber and the NSA.

camps in 2014, and out of the 302 camps, we
have hosted 11 of them.
The GenCyber Camps are becoming more and
more popular across the nation and this year
there were 268 camp proposals in which 131
were funded. As the camp director, I am
excited to be able to bring this opportunity to
k12 teachers. Like Steve, I am still jazzed about
this program.

Including this year, the NSA has sponsored 302
camps across the nation since the summer of
2014. At Dakota State University we are
extremely proud to have been one of the first 8

There is so much excitement about this camp
that I can’t wait to have all the participants on
campus. It will be a great week of developing
curriculum and learning new things.
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NSA Day of Cyber
Did you know that currently there
are 523,872 open computing jobs
in the United States, and on top of
that there is 1 million unfilled
cybersecurity jobs. Not
only do we have a lot of
jobs that are open, but
we have companies
like Amazon, Apple,
and Facebook
announcing how they
need to hire even more.
Because of this
shortage, we must
train teachers to
begin working with
students in these
fields. To help teachers of all areas
to introduce Cyber Security into
their classrooms, the NSA has
created the Day of Cyber
interactive program that is free for
students, teachers, and
organizations.

During the camp we will be looking
at the NSA Day of Cyber and how
you can get your Cyber Teacher
Certificate.
To help to better understand
the NSA Day of Cyber,
participants in the
camp will complete
portions of the
requirements of the
Cyber Teacher
Certificate before camp
begins.
More information will
be sent to you before
camp about the
program.
To get started go to http://bit.ly/
gencyber17 and register as an
instructor (if you had registered as
a student before, your account
should have been reset so you can
register as an instructor.)
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CYBHER GIRLS
CAMP
Middle School Girls
June 25 - 29, 2017
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GENCYBER CAMP
High School Camp
July 9— 14, 2017
gencyber.camp
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GENCYBER CAMP
High School Camp
July 16 - 21, 2017
gencyber.camp

ROB HONOMICHL - GENCYBER TEACHERS CAMP DIRECTOR
I am so excited that we will once again be offering a GenCyber
Teachers Camp at Dakota State University this summer.
Including the Summer 2017 camps, DSU will have hosted over
1800 students and teachers over the past four summers.
Having been involved in k12 technology for 16 years, I believe
that his camp is an amazing way to provide quality professional
development to STEM teachers. Through the GenCyber Camps
we can help supply the demand for great curriculum for
teachers and students across the nation.
I can’t wait to kick of the camp on June 19th. Please feel free to
contact me at rob.honomichl@dsu.edu.

GenCyber Teachers Camp - June 19-23 - Dakota State University - gencyberteachers.camp
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